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About This Content

You have connected to every country on the planet,
Could there be something left?

DLC Features

+ 2 New Areas
+ 2 Exclusive Tracks

+ 2 New Base Colors (Yes, we added Pink)
+ 4 New Mechanics

+ 16 New Achievements
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i do not recomend this game because the developer promised a update that woud fix the bugs and add a save system in a week
and he did not do it in 3 weeks as for now its good to wait untill buying this game untill you see some disscussions about updates
that are actualy added to the game as for now the game has max 2 h of gameplay what you can not save.

. This is a very good game, it has taught me to appreciate life.. This is a great tool for programming maya scripts (and really
anything Python). Not really anthing I would change within the program itself. It does bother me that they require internet and
have a 2nd liscence verification after already clearning it with steam that I own it, but They have very good customer support
too incase you have a problem.. I'd rather put my first born child down than play this game again. TL;DR: Buggy but still
playable. Randomly generated plants are fun to look at, especially the trees. Graphics are beautiful. Audio's kinda bad --
repetitive soundtrack, very few sound effects, but it doesn't take away from the enjoyment. Overall it's a pleasant experience
that you can only get here.

Getting more in-depth, there're a couple things to know if you want to enjoy this game.

First, there's a trash-bin to your left. Use that to get rid of the pot currently on your desk, or throw away seeds that you don't
particularly like. Note that doing that second thing makes the seed count glitch out, and you'll end up opening a brand new seed
packet to find anywhere from one to four seeds inside. It's still kinda worth it, because otherwise your seed drawer fills up with
junk.

Second, you can't edit or delete entries in your seed journal (from what I can tell), so only record ones you actually care about,
and make sure it's accurate before you send it in. Also, you might encounter a glitch where you enter the seed journal to find an
entry already open, right-click out of it, and discover your cursor is stuck in the middle of the screen. Just back out, go back in,
close the entry, and this time it'll work. Having to do that every time does get old, though...

Third, you can rotate the circular thingy on your desk if you want to get a better look at your current plant, and you can put
multiple plants in certain pots. Using planters to try out your five newest seeds at once is recommended.

Lastly, there's a bug where, if you try to grab a new pot when one is already on your desk, you'll get stuck halfway between the
pot shelf and your desk, and you'll have to exit to the menu and start the day over. That one kinda sucks, so watch out.
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The rest of the issues are kinda minor. A few typos, a noticeable lack of sound effects, disappointing randomly generated plants,
an overabundance of sameface succulents, the depressing sense that the main character has no friends and never ventures
outside... but it's really more good than bad. You get to settle into a comfortable routine of discovering new plants, filing them
away in your notebook, fulfilling requests, and acquiring new pots. You get to experience the frustration of just starting out, the
pang of rejection, and the satisfaction of a job well done. Eventually, you're putting together genuinely beautiful arrangements
using your best finds and your shiniest pots, and that feels pretty good. And the trees actually look amazing; they're my favorite
part of the game.

So if that sounds like a good time to you, and you don't mind the price, I very much recommend this game.. Got it for like .49
still think i got screwed. 0.6 hours was plenty. A simple, arcade air combat game, not for flight sim fans.
Good for some fun in between playing other games.
Suggest you get it during one of the sales.. interesting concept. get players to experience the revolution.

Players are drawn into the moment of revolution
and getting to know people while doubting if they are making the 'right' choices.
then the brutal truth comes at last.
Putting players in a position of confusion and lacking of control creates a unique atmosphere.

why the down vote?

It is lacking in contents.
I understand it's indie, but the game itself can be played upto 3 hours max.
I'd say this is rather a prologue.
After the ending. I was thinking if this was one of the endings, but nope.
By the end, you reach the climax and all of sudden. the end.

While the experience was good, the length is just too short to recommend.
I was expecting something like life is strange.
This piece should have been series of episodes.

not to end abruptly.
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Very relaxing music

EDIT: just amazing .... can listen to it on loop all day. Axis Game Factory is an awesome program for anyone who wants to start
making games fast! Axis Game Factory has awesome customer service and I have no clue why this program is rated mostly
negative. This program is under-rated and you can accomplish so many things in this unique program.

I give this program a 10\/10 because it is extremely easy to use, user friendly, and just drop dead amazing. I have no complaints
so far.

Good stuff @Axis Game Factory. Very relaxing - until the challenge level ramps up. Then it gets something else entirely.
Don't be fooled! This game is a hardcore puzzler at heart despite its cute appearance.

The streams mechanic is fairly unique and makes for interesting puzzles, both of the twitchy and the thoughtful kind.
Definitely a game I plan to go back to.

Also it's a steal. So if you have some interest in puzzle games, do yourself a favor and give this gem a shot (there is a demo).
You might be pleasantly surprised.

Also: Very good soundtrack!
. I\u2019ve been following the development of Tainted for a while (like 5 years) and this game has changed a lot. And it\u2019s
changed in a good way. You are put in the role of a demon who tears people apart, doesn\u2019t give
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665about anything and decides to kill his boss.

The graphics are good, not AAA for sure, but it\u2019s pleasing to look at. Some of the levels are genuinely great looking (for
instance the crypt with the priests).

The gameplay is the main thing here, and let me tell you, does this game deliver. You can blow guys up, tear them apart, slow
down time to feel like in an action movie. It\u2019s genuinely satisfying to tear the hands off a dude and throw them into
another dude\u2019s head. The boss fight with the crab spider dude is the highlight for me.

The music is so hardcore it makes you want to just rip all the guys to pieces. The voice acting is funny.
The enemies sometimes get stuck and some of the animations are a bit weird, but I haven\u2019t seen a game in early access
with this much polished content in a long time.

11\/10 would throw chickens at priests again. why do i crash at 61% loading? crashes when you bet over your opponents cash, i
cannot even play now...i still love this game, devs please halp (that is help in non drunk)
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